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Abstract

Introduction: Linear reference genomes are the current standard in ge-

nomics and are a hypothetical assembly of sequenced reads into a single

haploid chimeric DNA sequence. Being a single linear sequence means that

they require low storage and are computationally easy to use for different

analyses such as read alignment. Nevertheless, the linear reference genome

is unrepresentative of the unique variations of individuals. This leads to ref-

erence bias when mapping reads, a phenomenon where reads similar to the

reference genome are more likely to align correctly. Graph-based reference

genomes (graph genomes) are being developed as a supplement for the linear

reference. By including individual genetic variation as forking paths in a

network, graph genomes can eliminate reference bias and improve read map-

ping. However, adding variants to a graph genome increases the number of

paths in the graph exponentially, and as the number of variants included in

a graph genome increases, the graph is said to be more complex. High com-

plexity graph genomes result in large indexes and may lead to less accurate

read mapping.

Aims: In this thesis, I will investigate different factors that alter the read

mapping accuracy on graph-based reference genomes. I will examine what

effect the number of variants in a graph genome has on read mapping ac-

curacy. I will also investigate the difference in mapping accuracy for reads

simulated from regions with or without variants and how they map to graph

genomes of different complexities. And see how

Methods: Using genomic and variant data from Homo sapiens, Arabidopsis

thaliana and Canis lupus familiaris, I will construct graph genome refer-

ences and map reads with the program variation graph toolkit (VG). For
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each species, I will simulate reads from five samples and map them to graph

genomes with various complexities, investigating any difference in accuracy.

Furthermore, the simulated reads from each sample are subdivided based on

whether they contain or lack variants, originate from repeat or non-repeat

regions and mapped to graph genomes with different complexities

Conclusion: The findings show distinct mapping accuracy for the three

species and that a very low or high graph complexity can reduce overall map

accuracy, while a moderate graph complexity results in the best mapping

accuracy. I will also show that reads simulated from regions with variants

will map with high accuracy on some graph complexities, while simulated

reads from regions without variants map with high accuracy on other graph

complexities. Therefore, finding a balanced graph complexity is important

for accurate read mapping. Additionally, I found some indications that VG

may have a bias for mapping simulated reads containing variation with higher

accuracy.

Keywords: Reference genome, graph-based reference genome (graph genomes),

variants, read mapping, VG, reference bias
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Introduction

1.1 Reference genomes

A reference genome is a putative consensus assembly sequenced from smaller

fragments of a whole genome. It is therefore a hypothetical representation

of the entire genomic information of an organism. The full genetic infor-

mation of an organism is called a genome and includes all chromosomes,

mitochondrial DNA and chloroplast DNA in eukaryotes, the chromosome(s)

and plasmids in prokaryotes and all DNA/RNA sequences in viruses [1]. The

current reference genomes order all the nucleic bases in a linear sequence from

start to finish and are therefore also known as reference sequences, and are

in essence a coordinate map of each base’s position in a genome. Conse-

quently, genomic features like genes, binding sites, repeats, single nucleotide

polymorphisms and more can be referred to their position on the sequence.

These specific locations called loci can be further annotated automatically or

manually [2], thereby providing explanations of the gene type, repeat origin,

possible variants, phenotype, sequence homology etc.

A reference genome must be assembled from smaller nucleotide fragments

because most sequencing technologies produce very short sequences termed

reads. The first step is to search the reads for overlapping sequences, the

reads are then joined at the overlaps and assembled into longer sequences

called contigs. Proposing how the contigs are oriented, arranged in relation

1



1. INTRODUCTION 2

to each other and the distance between them is called scaffolding [3]. De-

termining the distance between reads is especially difficult, but can be aided

by sequencing reads of known lengths. Paired-end reads, isolates smaller

fragments [4], while mate-pair ends sequences longer fragments. Newer se-

quencing technologies able to sequence longer reads can also be used to aid

scaffolding. The number of nucleotides the gaps between scaffolds consist

of can be known or unknown whereupon a placeholder N (any nucleotide)

is used. A reference genome may be assembled from a single individual or

several individuals where the genomes are combined into a chimeric reference

genome. For instance, the human reference genome is made up of multiple

individual donors [5].

Reference genomes are stored as digital linear sequences and accessed

or downloaded through online databases. Genomes can also be graphically

presented in a genome browser such as ensembl where a user can look up

or browse features visually within a reference genome. Locations of genes,

transcripts and regulatory elements are aligned along the navigable reference

genome (fig. 1.1). Genome browsers also include written annotations such

as alternative naming, gene type, which annotation process used, homology

etc (fig. 1.2). Additional resources are often included when annotating a

reference with links to other databases.

Figure 1.1: Screenshot of the Ensembl genome browser of the human proto-
oncogene WNT10A shown as different tracks aligned to the reference. The
graphics also illustrate the location of protein coding and processed transcript
sequences, while further down display the regulatory elements such as open
chromatin and promoter regions
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Figure 1.2: Screenshot of the ensembl reference genome database showing
the annotation for the human transcription factor FOXP2. Gene location on
the reference is also annotated with chromosome and strand data. Full and
alternative names are displayed along with splice variants and homologues.
Lastly, links to external databases such as the UniProtKB protein database
provide users more tools for further research.

For small sequences such as plasmids, sequencing reads, RNA and genes,

displaying them as linear sequences is ubiquitous among researchers. Because

these smaller sequences are very human and computer readable, searching

and editing specific sequences is simple and quick. Longer sequences, such as

a whole genome may be so large they lose the human readability aspect, but

the simple linear arrangement of bases is still easy for a computer to read

and index.

1.1.1 Challenges with linear reference genomes

Because the linear reference genome is a single sequence, it is unable to rep-

resent the genomic variational diversity in a population. For example, the

human reference genome used today is a single chimeric haploid artificial

specimen [6], but phase 3 of the 1000 genomes project found over 88 million

variants using 2,504 samples across 26 populations [7]. These genomic vari-

ants (or just variants) are the differences in the genomic composition between

individuals [8] or populations [9] and are caused by random mutations [8].

Variation can be the fairly small single nucleotide variants/polymorphisms

(SNV/SNP) arising from point mutations [10] and insertions or deletions of

short (1-10,000 bp) sequences (indels) [11] [12]. There is also larger types of

variation called structural variants (SV) like translocations, inversions, copy
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number variations and the longer insertions and deletions. When a variant is

in a gene, the heritable unit of the DNA, it is called a genetic variant or allele

[10]. Genomic variation is important in fields such as biomedical research

where alleles can be linked to traits with genome-wide association studies

(GWAS) like loci for cancer risk [13]. Personalised medicine is based on the

patient’s unique genomic makeup such as genetic variants linked to herita-

ble diseases [14]. Variation is also an essential aspect of pharmacogenomics

where drug response, effect and efficiency is based on genetic variations [15].

The lack of variational information also has consequences when aligning se-

quences to the linear reference genome. Query sequences that are similar to

the reference genome tend to get higher alignment scores than sequences con-

taining variants not found in the linear reference genome [6] [16] [17]. This

phenomenon called reference bias is especially true for insertions, deletions,

very rare variants and short read alignment [16]. As an extreme example,

if a read fragment originates from an insertion variant (or a deletion in the

reference), the read will not align to the linear reference because the segment

is absent. In palaeogenomics, short sequence fragments sourced from ancient

DNA suffer greatly from reference bias. Because the fragments are often less

than 50 bp, mapping the fragments will have a greater impact in alignment

score if the fragments contain a variant not found in the reference genome

[18] [19].

There are efforts to include the variational information in linear reference

genomes as annotations or variant tables containing the location and nature

of the variants. New methods to include variants in the latest version of

the human reference genome, GRCh38, are available as alternative loci [20],

[21]. The alternative loci are alternative linear sequences containing the

variants that differ from the reference. But this still presents a problem

when aligning reads from multiple individuals or to a whole genome where

multiple alternative loci must be selected and alternatively combined into

multiple alternative linear references.

But a new method using graph-based genomes seeks to combine varia-

tional data in a single reference data structure, thereby reducing or eliminat-

ing reference bias altogether [22] [19].
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1.2 Graph genome

In graph theory, a graph is a mathematical structure representing relation-

ships between objects. Objects are represented as vertices (in this paper

referred to as nodes) and the relationship between them are illustrated as

lines running between them (referred to as edges from here on). Nodes con-

nected to each other via edges are said to be adjacent and can describe

any relationship between them (fig. 1.3). There are more advanced classes

of graph structures that describe more complicated relational conditions.

Graphs can be directional, meaning the order between adjacent nodes are

specific (fig. 1.4). Directed graphs may also have nodes with edges looping

back to the same edge producing a repeating sequence of edges. If a start

node in a directed graph can follow a sequence through the entire graph and

from the last node follow an edge to the start node, thereby repeating the

sequence infinitely many times, the graph is said to be cyclic. An acyclic

graph is therefore a finite set of nodes and edges where the start node is not

the same as the end node.

Figure 1.3: A simple graph showing the relationships between the elements
A, B and C. A is connected via an edge to B and C; A is therefore adjacent
to B and C.
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Figure 1.4: A directed graph where the edges show the order of the nodes
with arrows. The directed edge between node A and B sets the order of the
two adjacent nodes; A followed by B, or a sequence of A, B. Node B shows an
edge from itself back to itself again, representing that a sequence of repeated
B nodes.

A more generalised version of a directed graph is the bidirected graph.

Edges in a bidirected graph have two arrowheads indicating the order of

adjacent nodes as in directed graphs, but also the orientation of the node

(fig. 1.5). This makes the bidirected graph able to represent inversions and

tandem repeats in a more compact manner than directed graph and compli-

mentary sequences in a natural manner (fig. 1.6).

Figure 1.5: Example of how bidirected edges in a bidirected graph determine
the orientation of the node. Both A) and B) graphs is read as the same
sequence: ABCDE.
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Figure 1.6: Examples of how variants in bidirected graphs work showing
examples of A) inversion, B) tandem repeat/reverse tandem repeat and C)
reverse complementary.

Translating a linear DNA sequence directly to a graph is achievable by

assigning each base as a node with bidirected edges following the order of

bases in the sequence, resulting in a bidirected acyclic graph with a single

path. While this single-path graph is unhelpful because the previous linear

right to left order of letters is a simpler way to order the same information,

the utility of graphs is evident when introducing variant DNA sequences.

When using multiple DNA sequences to translate them into graphs, identical

sequences are combined into a single node, and alternative sequences are

separated into branching nodes (fig. 1.7). Using this method to build a graph

from whole genomes with individual variants included (variation graph) it is

possible to have a single reference genome accounting for variants and thereby

reducing reference bias. In practice, genome graphs are constructed from

linear reference genomes in conjunction with variation data. The variational

data can be other de novo linear genomes or obtained from a variant call

format file, or VCF-file. The VCF-file stores information of the location of

SNVs and indels obtained from variant calling, where SNVs and indels are

predicted by aligning many reads to a reference genome and checking loci

where reads contain bases that deviate from the reference. The 1000 genome

project has developed VCF-files that can store structural variants in addition

to SNVs and indels [23], but in this thesis, ”variant(s)” only refer to SNVs
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and indels from now on. To facilitate faster processing when working with

larger graph genome references building an index of the graph genome is

necessary. GenomeMapper and Seven bridges use a hash k-mer index. VG

uses a custom xg-indes for the graph, GCSA2 for k-mers in a substring index

similar to Burrows-Wheeler transform index (BWT) and GBWT for phased

haplotypes. HISAT2 uses a modified Ferragina-Manzini index (FM-index),

which in turn is based on BWT the index.

Figure 1.7: Example of a genome graph constructed from two variable sam-
ples

1.2.1 Sequence alignment and read mapping on genome

graphs

There is not a single method for read mapping on graph genomes, but graph

aligner programs share some basal steps: (1) Index look-up or seeding, (2)

merging and/or pairwise alignment and (3) Path selection.

In the first step, the graph genome is used to build an index of overlap-

ping sequences of length k called k-mers. Then, the reads to be mapped

(query sequences) are also converted into overlapping k-mers of same length

as in the graph index and used to search the graph index for any matching

k-mers between the query sequence and graph index. This is a very fast

heuristic alignment method used as a starting point or seed for further se-

quence alignment. Because sequence alignment using k-mer based indexes

are so fast, they are used in large database searches like FASTA and BLAST

[24] and are therefore perfect for sequence alignment on large graph genomes
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that essentially contain a whole database of linear reference genomes.

Any adjacent matching k-mers are then merged into longer continuous

sequences. Graph mapper programs like variable graph toolkit [22] and

GraphAligner [25] will take clusters of neighbouring seeds and extract a sub-

graph containing these clusters and convert the subgraph into a directed

acyclic graph (DAG) before further alignment. The seeds are then extended

and short gaps from mismatches or alternative variants between the seeds

are resolved with dynamic programming sequence alignment. The dynamic

programming method is done by aligning two sequences against each other

and applying scores. Scoring for DNA/RNA is simply a positive score for

matching nucleotides, negative score for gaps (gap penalty) and either zero

or negative score for mismatches [24]. After assigning match or mismatch

scores in a matrix of the sequences the route though the matrix with the

highest score after assigning gap penalties is the best alignment between the

two sequences. For comparison along the full length of two sequences, global

alignment algorithms like the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm are used to find

the highest score, or best alignment, between them. This can be used when

mapping a read to a path in a sub-graph such as in the graph alignment

tool GenomeMapper [26] or GraphMapper [25]. Local alignment algorithms

like the Smith-Waterman algorithm, does not align two whole sequences, but

tries to find the highest local similarity between two sequences. While global

alignments will suffer from high gap penalties if the sequences are of suffi-

ciently different lengths, local alignment can align sequences with massive

differences in lengths like a sequence read of 150 bp to a whole genome in

read mapping. A modified Smith-Waterman algorithm is used when mapping

reads in VG [22].

The last step is path selection, but is not always required. If the k-mers

in the seeding step are all merged into a continuous sequence without gaps

and the merged sequence of seed matches follow only one path, there is no

need for path selection. However, if there are gaps between the seeds and/or

multiple seed matches on different branches in the graph, multiple paths are

possible. Choosing the correct path is usually determined by selecting the

path where the seeds have the highest alignment score, gaps included.
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1.2.2 Challenges with genome graph references

There are technical drawbacks when working with graph genomes. When

the number of variants included in a graph genome increases, the number

of possible paths through the graph increases exponentially [25]. A graph

with lots of variants, and therefore a high amount of possible paths are said

to be complex, while a simple graph with few paths is said to have lower

complexity. More storage is required when the graph becomes more complex

because the accompanying graph index must store the exponentially growing

paths [27]. A larger index also increases the search time through the index

and will therefore slow down read mapping on highly complex graphs.

Although enough storage and a powerful computer may circumvent the

issues with a complex graph, another problem occurs when mapping reads

called mapping ambiguity where . Too many included variants may intro-

duce mapping ambiguity [29] as they contribute extra paths resulting in

highly complex subregions on the genome graph. Removing complex regions

by pruning, where complex regions are removed or compressed [27], may al-

leviate the issue of mapping ambiguity for complex subregions, but mapping

ambiguity also happen if the variants are too similar to each other such as

the HLA genes, thereby reducing mapping accuracy [30]. Reducing both

reference bias and mapping ambiguity and reaching optimal read mapping

accuracy is therefore dependent on how many and which type of variants are

included in the genome graph [28].

1.3 Variation graph toolkit (VG)

Various programs can construct [31], map [26] [30] [25], call variants [32] [33]

[34] and genotype [30] [33] graph-based genomes separately or a combination

of these features. However, the variation graph toolkit (VG) is a well tested

[35] program that comes complete with all the basic tools needed for working

with graph genomes: construction, indexing, mapping, variant calling, geno-

typing and graph visualisation [22]. That it is a complete suite for working

with graph genomes, good documentation and easy to use is the reason I
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used VG for read mapping in this thesis.

VG requires a linear reference FASTA file and a VCF file to construct

a graph genome reference. The VG toolkit includes tools for index building

and makes the xg, GBWT and GCSA2 indexes. The xg-index is an index

unique to VG and contains the constructed graph itself, with nodes, edges

and all the possible paths through the graph genome. VG can also make

the GCSA2 index, used for the k-mers needed for the query seeding step in

read mapping. Large and highly complex graphs may have regions where

the amount of k-mers is so massive, the GCSA2 index would blow up in

size and resources needed for index building. Pruning these complex regions

before indexing can therefore be necessary, whereupon VG collapses very

complex regions into simpler ones. GBWT is a haplotype index created from

a phased VCF-file used as a space efficient index when working with a diploid

genome. The vg map tool works similarly to the other graph genome mappers

mentioned previously by first searching the GCSA2 index for seed matches,

called super-maximal exact match (SMEM), between the query and graph

genome. The seeds are clustered and chained together with a Markov model

that selects a path with high scoring chains of SMEMs. The region of high

scoring chained SMEMs are converted to a directed acyclic graph (DAG)

to avoid cyclic substructures in the graph that might arise from repeats.

Finally, dynamic programming is used to extend the chained SMEMs with a

modified Smith-Waterman algorithm in the DAG and a candidate alignment

is returned. These steps can be rerun if multiple high scoring chains of

SMEMs are present.

VG has been used in epigenetic studies by successfully identified new

ChIP-seq peaks in A. thaliana genic regions [36] and human histone H3K4me1

and H3K27ac genes [37]. VG was used to construct the first genome graph

reference on an agricultural animal (B. taurus) and discover variants [29].

Structural variants were also genotyped successfully with VG [38].
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1.4 Other work with graph genomes

Pioneering graph-based genome mapping was the GenomeMapper [26]. Tested

on arabidopsis

HISAT2 [30] is a graph-based alignment and genotyper tool that is able

to include variants in its graph structure. Successfully outperformed wet-

lab genotyping in human leukocyte antigen, which are highly variable genes

related to the immune system and rejection of organ transplants. It also

outperformed a wet-lab DNA fingerprinting kit in identifying the high poly-

morphic sites in humans.

The FORGe software [28] is a method for curating and prioritising vari-

ants for highest mapping accuracy. One of the methods selects variants and

constructs a graph genome reference and uses HISAT2 to map reads on this

graph genome. Tested on the human chromosome 9, the mapping accuracy

was higher than linear based methods.

Seven bridges GRAF [32] is a tool for mapping short reads on graph

genome references. They constructed the graph genome reference with vari-

ants from 1k Phase 3 and GIAB. Their Graph Genome pipeline had better

read alignment accuracy on the graph genome reference using less mem-

ory and time compared to the linear mapper BWA-MEM. In addition, the

pipeline was more sensitive when calling variants using less time and memory

than the GATK HaplotypeCaller.

GraphAligner [25] is a new tool for read mapping on graph genomes

designed to align long reads to whole graph-based reference genomes. As

GraphAligner can be used interchangeably with VG and long read sequencing

becomes cheaper and more prevalent, it may see continued development and

use. Promising tests on chromosome 22 (GRCh37) with variants from 1k and

GIAB have shown that GraphAligner has more accurate mapping than VG

while using less memory and time.
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1.5 Project aims

Other projects have shown that the amount of variants in graph-based refer-

ence genomes, or the graph complexity, affect read mapping accuracy impor-

tant for many downstream analyses [28]. However, the widely used software

for working with graph genomes, variation graph toolkit (VG), has not been

fully explored to this end. In this thesis, I will investigate how different

factors affect VG read mapping accuracy on graph-based reference genomes.

Sub-aim 1) In order to achieve this goal, I will map simulated reads from

H. sapiens, A. thaliana and C. lupus/familiaris on varying complexities of

their respective graph genome references.

Sub-aim 2) Some reads will be simulated from locations where variants

are present. Consequently, I will also investigate if these variant containing

reads affect VG mapping accuracy when they are mapped on genome graphs

with different complexities.

Sub-aim 3) I discovered that, for most samples, VG mapped simulated

reads that contained variants more accurately. To further explore this bias, I

will use false discovery rate to see if the amount of incorrectly mapped reads,

mapping only simulated reads originating from non-repeat regions and/or

mapping quality was the cause. Finally, I simulated reads from a sample

made from a randomly generated VCF to rule out any biological bias.



2

Methods

2.1 High-performance computing

All work is done remotely on the high-performance computer (HPC) operated

by UNINETT Sigma2 [39] The specific machine used is the Saga supercom-

puter, which consists of interlinked computers (cluster) allowing large scale

parallelisation, high amounts of RAM and large storage capacity. Saga uses

the Linux operating system and consists of 9824 cores divided into 244 nodes

with a total memory of 75 TiB.

2.2 Programs

2.2.1 VG - variation graph toolkit

The Variation Graph Toolkit (VG) [22] is a suite of programs used to con-

struct, index and map to genome graphs. The version for this project was the

v1.20.0 ”Ginestra” release. VG will construct graph genomes from a linear

reference genome in the FASTA file format and a VCF-file containing vari-

ation data. The linear reference will be built into a graph genome reference

with variation as alternative paths as indicated by the VCF-file The paths

are then pruned to lower the complexity of the graph. This will greatly save

storage space for the GCSA2 index, which is the index containing all the

paths. The VG map function will align reads to the graph genome. In the

14
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first step VG will seed the graph genome for matches to the query sequence

in the GCSA2 index. The subgraph where clusters of matches are found

is converted from a bidirected DNA sequence graph into a directed acyclic

graph (DAG). Normal pairwise sequence alignment is then carried out by the

Smith-Waterman algorithm.

2.2.2 Graph read simulator and numpy alignments

I used the program graph read simulator made by Ivar Grytten to simulate

the reads that were mapped on graph genomes. Before the read simula-

tion can begin, I run a script that uses a FASTA genome reference and a

VCF-file to create references and coordinate maps for both haplotypes of

each chromosome. Then the simulation will use the chromosome references

and coordinate maps to create reads and store them in a FASTA-file (simu-

lated reads.fa) and store the position the reads originate from in a separate

tsv-file (positions.tsv). I used all the simulated reads in simulated reads.fa

for mapping to a graph genome with VG map.

The program numpy alignments, also made by Ivar Grytten, was used to

find out how accurate VG was when mapping the reads I simulated. The

locations the simulated reads were mapped to by VG on the graph genome

was compared with the reads original locations in positions.tsv by numpy

alignments. The get correct rates function will then calculate how accurate

the VG read mapping was. The positions.tsv file also contains information

on whether the reads were simulated from a location where a variant locus

is present or not and get correct rates can calculate the mapping accuracy

for these two types of reads separately. Lastly, numpy alignments can filter

mapped reads with a MAPQ threshold.

Links to the programs’ github repositories are provided in Appendix.

2.2.3 Other programs

Other programs used are listed in table 2.1
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Program Description Version Citation

vcfy
Generate random vcf

from a reference
0.0.8 [40]

Python Programming language 3.6.6 [41]

tabix Indexing VCF files 1.9 [42]

BCFTools Tools for VCF processing 1.9 (using htslib 1.9) [43]

Table 2.1: Table of programs with version numbers. The description column
explains what the programs were used for in this thesis.

2.3 Workflow for VG mapping

Figure 2.1: General overview of the workflow process I used when creating
genome graphs and simulating reads to map with the VG graph mapper.
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2.3.1 Datasets

The human graph-based reference genome is based on chromosome 1-22 of

the GRCh38 linear reference genome. Variants in the graph is constructed

with the 1000 genome project phase 3 data (1k) [7]. Reads are also simulated

from the linear GRCh38 genome with incorporated variants from Genome in

a Bottle HG001, HG002, HG004 HG006 and HG007 samples.

Arabidopsis thaliana graph reference genome is built from chromosomes

1-5 from the TAIR10 reference with SNP and indel variants from the 1001

genomes [44] also called from the TAIR10 reference genome. When simulat-

ing reads, TAIR10 reference genome was used as a base with variants from

1001 genomes.

The Canis lupus familiaris reference genome sequence version is the latest

CanFam3.1 release from the Dog Genome Project [45]. Only chromosomes

1-38 was used from the reference sequence and VCF when making graphs,

simulating reads and mapping. The VCF-file I used contained SNPs and

indels from a whole genome sequencing of 722 samples [46].

See appendix for a link to datafiles.

2.3.2 Extract samples

I extracted 5 different samples from each of the species H. sapiens, A. thaliana

and C. familiaris.

For A. thaliana and C. familiaris I selected 5 random samples from multi-

sample VCFs for each species and used BCFtools to extract the individual

samples into separate VCF-files. For the human samples, I selected 5 random

samples from the assortment of samples found on the Genome in a Bottle

(GIAB) site [47].

Because I want to emulate a real-world experiment and simulate a new

undiscovered sample that may contain new variants, I removed the extracted

samples from the original A. thaliana and C. familiaris multi-sample VCF-

files. This will prevent the reads from an individual to map back perfectly

to the graph genome because all the variants contained in the sample would

also be in a graph genome constructed with a VCF containing the samples.
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Extracting samples from the VCF and removing the extracted samples

from the same VCF-file was done on A. thaliana and C. familiaris as I only

had one for each species of these VCF-files. For H. sapiens I used the 1k

genomes VCF for graph construction and GIAB [47] as samples to simulate

reads from.

2.3.3 Graph construction

The principle of graph construction is using a linear reference as a starting

point and adding new nodes on the locations where the VCF-file denotes

a variant allele from the reference. The divergent sequences are put in the

nodes and edges connect the nodes in order. In this step, I created the

genome graphs for each species using a linear reference sequence FASTA-file

and the VCF-file with extracted samples removed.

Because I wanted to see the effect of graph complexity on read mapping,

I had to create several graph genomes with unequal amounts of variation.

I controlled the amount of variation included in each graph genome by us-

ing different SNP cut-off thresholds: 0.0001, 0.00025, 0.0005, 0.001, 0.0025,

0.005, 0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5.

2.3.4 Simulate reads

I used the program Graph read simulator to simulate reads for the mapping

experiments. The program simulated the reads from random locations on

a linear reference genome incorporating variants from an extracted sample’s

VCF-file into the simulated reads. If a location on the linear reference con-

tained a variable locus described in a sample’s VCF-file, the allele sequence

from the VCF-file was used in place of the linear reference sequence for that

location when the read was simulated. The simulated reads from the samples

could therefore be used as substitutes for read fragments from a sequenced

individual. I use the term variant read referring to simulated reads contain-

ing variation. Genome locations without variants are simulated as reads with

a 1-to-1 correspondence to the location on linear reference genome they origi-

nate from (apart from errors artificially introduced by Graph read simulator)
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and is referred to as non-variant.

The options I customised with Graph read Simulator was coverage, or the

average amount of times the same nucleotide location appears in the simu-

lated reads, read length and substitution rate. I used 0.1 for coverage, mean-

ing only 10% of the whole genome was used to speed up all downstream steps

of the workflow and still maintain a representative selection of the genome. I

used 150 base pair read length as this has been used when testing VG map-

ping previously [35] and this length should cover the lengths of the SNPs and

indels. To further emulate sequenced fragments from an individual, I set the

Graph read simulator to introduce small single nucleotide substitution errors

of 0.01 frequency to simulate sequencing error. This corresponds to an error

of 0.1% and gives the experiment some degree of uncertainty, as would be

the case in a real experiment. The other options I left as default; which was

a deletion and insertion probability of 0.001 and a random seed of 1.

2.3.5 Dividing simulated reads and MAPQ filtering

The linear reference FASTA-files had soft masked repeat regions, which

means that repeat sequences are included, but written as lower case bases

in the FASTA-file. I made a python program that divided all the simulated

reads in the simulated reads.fa file into three separate files based on whether

they contained only lower case bases (repeat sequences), only upper case

(analogous to hard repeat masked sequences) or a mix of upper and lower

case. Now I had four different files with simulated reads divided based their

sequence content:

1. The original file of all types of simulated reads before I divided them

(undivided reads)

2. Simulated reads containing no repeat sequences (non-repeat reads)

3. Simulated reads containing only repeat sequences (repeat reads)

4. Simulated reads containing a mix of normal and repeat sequences (mixed

reads)
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The position file from the graph read simulator that stores the original loca-

tion of the simulated reads was also divided so that each type of simulated

read file had their corresponding position file of the original location to com-

pare with VG mapping.

Numpy alignments can also filter the mapped reads with a poor mapping

score. I used the MAPQ score filters 0 (all reads that mapped, regardless of

score) and 40.

2.3.6 Mapping

After preparing the files, the main objective of mapping reads with the vg

map function could be executed. I mapped undivided reads from the 5 H.

sapiens samples onto the human genome graphs constructed with the SNP

cut-off thresholds 0.0001, 0.00025, 0.0005, 0.001, 0.0025, 0.005, 0.01, 0.025,

0.05, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5. The same was repeated for A. thaliana and C. famil-

iaris with their respective samples and genome graphs. After mapping, the

program numpy alignments compared the location of the VG mapped reads

to the original positions where the reads were simulated from on the linear ref-

erence genome. If the VG mapped simulated read matched the location of its

original position, VG successfully mapped the read correctly. The mapping

accuracy for VG was calculated by the numpy alignment get correct rates

function and saved for analysis.

I repeated this process by mapping the undivided reads again, but with

get correct rates calculating mapping accuracy for variant and non-variant

reads separately to see how much mapping ambiguity affected the variant

reads.

After discovering that VG tended to map variant reads more accurately

than non-variant reads, I mapped the non-repeat reads and calculated map-

ping accuracy for variant and non-variant reads separately. This was done

to see if the lower mapping accuracy in non-variant reads was due to non-

variant reads originating from locations containing repeat sequences more

often than variant reads.

I also mapped the undivided and non-repeat reads with a MAPQ40 filter
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threshold to see if non-variant read was more precise than variant reads and

calculated mapping accuracy for variant and non-variant reads separately

again.

Lastly, I mapped undivided, non-repeat, repeat and mixed reads simu-

lated from a randomly simulated VCF-file based on A. thaliana described

later.

2.3.7 Analysis of read mapping with VG

I used the numpy alignments get correct rates function to find out how ac-

curate the VG read mapping was. The mapping accuracy or recall rate, was

calculated by get correct rates with the expression:

Recall rate =
# Correctly mapped reads

Total reads

When I filter the mapped reads with MAPQ40 threshold, mapped reads

with a score lower than the threshold will be excluded from the calculations

by numpy alignments. To avoid confusion with recall rate, where all mapped

reads are used in the calculation, I will use the term precision when using a

MAPQ filter:

Precision =
# Correctly mapped reads

# Correctly mapped reads + # Incorrectly mapped reads

False discovery rate (FDR) was also calculated by numpy alignments

get correct rates by finding the amount of correctly mapped reads and the

number of incorrect mapped reads. Incorrectly mapped reads are the reads

that VG reports to map correctly on the graph genome, but are actually

mapped to incorrect locations when the reads’ true locations in positions.tsv

are evaluated by numpy alignments.

FDR =
# Incorrectly mapped reads

# Incorrectly mapped reads + # Correctly mapped reads
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The recall rate and precision showed the ability of VG to map the sim-

ulated reads to their original location, while the FDR showed me the pro-

portion of all the reads that VG reported to map correctly that was actually

mapped incorrectly.

2.4 Mapping reads based on simulated VCFs

To check for any technological biases, a completely random VCF-file was

made to test the VG mapping bias for mapping variant reads more accurately

than non-variant reads. I used the program vcfy [40] to simulate a VCF-file

from the same A. thaliana reference genome I used for the other experiments.

The vcfy program will create random SNP locations along a reference genome

and store the location and SNP in the simulated VCF-file. I used a SNP

substitution rate of 0.0431, resulting in a simulated VCF with 5,127,576

SNPs. To create samples for read simulations, I used a python script to

randomly select 10% of the variants in the simulated VCF so that a sample

would contain around 500,000 reads. This is roughly the same amount of

variants as the real A. thaliana samples. I then constructed a graph genome

as before using the simulated VCF, but since vcfy does not simulate allele

frequency, I was only able to construct one genome graph complexity. After

I used Graph read simulator to simulate reads vith the simulated VCF-file,

I mapped the simulated reads.
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Experiments and results

3.1 Experiments

In this section, I will present the result from mapping simulated reads with

variants based on five different samples from human (Homo sapiens), thale

cress (Arabidopsis thaliana) and dog (Canis lupus familiaris). The simulated

reads from the samples will be mapped by VG on their respective graph

genome with different graph complexities. To further investigate the effect

of graph complexity on read mapping, I will also map reads originating from

regions that contain variants (variant reads) and reads identical to the linear

reference (non-variant reads) and evaluate mapping accuracy for them sepa-

rately. Finally, I will investigate the possible bias of VG resulting in higher

accuracy when mapping variant reads as opposed to non-variant reads and

investigate this possible bias further with an experiment using MAPQ filters,

repeat reads, non-repeat reads and a simulated VCF based on A. thaliana.

23
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3.2 Results

3.2.1 Mapping simulated reads on different graph com-

plexities

I mapped simulated reads from five different H. sapiens samples to genome

graphs of varying complexities (Figure 3.1). VG has higher accuracy when

mapping to graph genomes with lower complexity, with the highest accuracy

when mapping to a graph constructed with SNP cut-off threshold of either 0.1

or 0.2. For sample HG006 as an example, the highest recall rate is achieved

when mapping the simulated reads to a graph constructed with SNP cut-off

threshold 0.1 Between individual samples there is also a difference in recall

rate where some samples have better recall rate than others. HG002 as an

example has a noticeably lower overall recall rate than the rest of the samples.
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Figure 3.1: Recall rate of simulated reads from five samples of H. sapiens
mapped to genome graphs of varying graph complexities as categories on the
X-axis.

When mapping simulated reads to A. thaliana graph genomes (fig. 3.2),

I found that there was a reduction in recall rate when mapping on graph

genomes with a 0.005 threshold even though the next lower and higher thresh-

old had a higher recall rate. Additionally, VG was most accurate on low

complexity genome graph references, contrary to the H. sapiens mapping

experiment. Consequently, mapping on the lowest complexity genome graph

had the highest recall rate.
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Figure 3.2: Recall rate of simulated reads from five samples of A. thaliana
with a categorical X-axis of SNP cut-off threshold for the genome graphs.

When mapping reads simulated from the C. familiaris (fig. 3.3) samples

boxer01, bulldog01 and spanishwaterdog01, the recall rate is highest when

mapped to a genome graph with SNP cut-off threshold of 0.02. The recall

rate for the reads simulated from the pug01 sample peaks at 0.5 and had

the highest overall recall rate when compared to the other mapped samples.

Looking at the wolf05 sample, I found its maximum recall rate was at SNP

cut-off 0.1 and had the lowest overall mapping recall rate.
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Figure 3.3: Recall rate of simulated reads from five C. lupus/familiaris sam-
ples mapped to genome graphs with varying graph complexities. Categorical
X-axis

I also observed that mapping simulated reads from A. thaliana (fig. 3.2)

to graph genomes constructed with SNP cut-off thresholds 0.0001, 0.00025

and 0.0005 resulted in the same recall rate these three values, meaning these

three graphs are identical. The recall rate is also the same for the three first

threshold values when mapping reads onto C. lupus/familiaris (fig. 3.3). This

is not seen when mapping reads to H. sapiens (fig. 3.1), where the mapping

accuracy is higher for each step of the thresholds 0.0001. 0.00025 and 0.0005.

This is because there are no variants with lower allele frequency than 0.0005

in A. thaliana and C. lupus/familiaris.

3.2.2 Variant and non-variant read mapping on differ-

ent graph complexities

Using numpy alignments after the simulated reads are mapped by VG to

calculate the mapping accuracy for variant and non-variant reads separately
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The program graph read simulator provides based on whether the genome

location they were simulated from contains variants as indicated in the VCF-

file, yields two groups: Simulated reads originating from a region where

variants are located from, or variant reads; and simulated reads from regions

without variants, or non-variant reads.

When mapping variant reads to the human graph genome (fig. 3.4), the

recall rate is high for most graph complexity, except at the very lowest com-

plexities. Highest recall rate is seen when using a human graph genome

constructed with SNP cut-off threshold of 0.05 in samples HG001, HG002,

HG004 and HG007. Mapping to graphs with SNP cut-off threshold of 0.1

and above for these samples had lower accuracy, however. Sample HG006

peaks at 0.025 and have lower recall rate when using 0.05 and higher thresh-

olds. In all samples, VG had markedly lower accuracy mapping to genome

graphs using 0.5 as SNP cut-off threshold, or the least complex graph. For

all the samples, non-variant reads had an increasing recall rate as the genome

graphs became less complex (fig. 3.5).
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Figure 3.4: Recall rate of variant simulated reads from five samples of H.
sapiens mapped to genome graphs of varying complexity as categories on
the X-axis.
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Figure 3.5: Recall rate of non-variant simulated reads from five samples of
H. sapiens mapped to genome graphs of varying complexity as categories on
the X-axis.

Mapping to a A. thaliana graph genome also shows a reduction in read

recall rate when mapping variant reads to the graph constructed with 0.5

cut-off threshold, with some samples showing more reductions than others.

Sample 801 has the biggest reduction, while sample 2081 has only a reduction

of 0.00002 when comparing the 0.2 to the 0.5 threshold graph. With the

exception of sample 6020, the other samples have a lower recall rate when

mapped to graphs with 0.001 threshold (fig. 3.6). This reduced recall rate

at higher graph complexities seen in ?? is also seen in mapped non-variant

reads for graphs with thresholds 0.001-0.025 (fig. 3.7).
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Figure 3.6: Recall rate of variant reads from five A. thaliana samples mapped
to various graph complexities as categories on the X-axis.
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Figure 3.7: Recall rate of non-variant reads from five A. thaliana samples
mapped to different graph complexities shown as categories on the X-axis.

With the exception of the wolf05 sample with a peak variant read recall

rate at 0.025, all other C. lupus familiaris samples have variant recall rate at

0.1 (fig. 3.8). Mapping non-variant reads to the lower graph complexities have

increased accuracy as seen in the other species (fig. 3.9). The boxer01 and

bulldog01 samples also have the highest overall recall rates when compared

to the other samples when mapping non-variants, while the reverse was true

for variant reads.
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Figure 3.8: Recall rate of mapped variant reads from five C. lupus/familiaris
samples. The X-axis is the different graph complexities the simulated reads
were mapped to, shown as categories.
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Figure 3.9: Recall rate for mapping non-variant reads from five C. lu-
pus/familiaris samples to graph genomes with different complexities. The
X-axis, showing the SNP cut-off threshold is categorical.

I also observed that VG mapped the variant reads for H. sapiens and

A. thaliana samples more accurately than the non-variant reads for these

species figs. 3.4 to 3.7. The samples from C. lupus/familiaris had some

samples where non-variant reads had higher mapping accuracy and other

samples where this was not the case. This will be explored further next.

3.2.3 Variant reads show bias toward higher recall rate

To further explore why the variant reads have higher accuracy than non-

variant reads, I will evaluate the precision and false discovery rate (FDR) for

each graph complexity by filtering mapped reads with a map quality score

threshold (MAPQ). The false discovery rate is used to examine whether

non-variant reads have a large proportion of incorrectly mapped reads, thus

accounting for the lower recall when compared with variant reads. I will

also investigate whether the low recall rate for non-variant reads is due to
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repeat sequences. Repeat sequences are harder to map to a graph genome,

and because there are less SNPs and indels in repeat sequences, variant reads

may have a higher recall rate due to the lack of repeat sequences in these

types of reads.

Mapping undivided simulated reads from all the H. sapiens samples

(fig. 3.10, (a)) and using a MAPQ40 filter after mapping with VG, the vari-

ant reads mapped with higher precision than non-variant reads on all graph

genome complexities. Although, the non-variant reads were observed to map

on graph genomes with lower false discovery rate than variant reads.

Mapping non-repeat reads (fig. 3.10, (b)) and using MAPQ40 filter, the

variant non-repeat reads still mapped to all genome graphs with higher pre-

cision than non-variant non-repeat reads. VG maps variant reads with no

false discoveries for most graph complexities, while non-variant reads have

zero false discovery rate for all complexities.

When comparing the undivided reads to the non-repeat reads (fig. 3.10,

(a) and (b)), the non-repeat reads maps to all the genome graphs with higher

precision, with the non-variant repeat reads having a larger improvement in

precision when mapped.
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(a) Undivided reads, MAPQ40 (b) Non-repeat reads, MAPQ40

Figure 3.10: This figure shows simulated reads from 5 H. sapiens samples,
each mapped on 11 different graph genome complexities with SNP cut-off
thresholds ranging from 0.0001 to 0.5. Because the variant and non-variant
reads have their mapping precision and FDR for each graph calculated sep-
arately, a point in the plot is one of 110 different read mapping results for
each sample and type of read on the various graph genomes. (a) Mapping
undivided reads filtering with MAPQ40 threshold. (b) Mapping non-repeat
reads filtering with MAPQ40 threshold. For both (a) and (b), the variant
reads have higher precision than non-variant reads for all graph complexities.

When mapping undivided reads from A. thaliana samples with VG and

filtering with MAPQ40 (fig. 3.11 (a)), the variant reads have higher precision

than non-variant reads as in H. sapiens. But on the other hand, non-variant

reads maps to the genome graphs with zero FDR.

When mapping non-repeat reads using MAPQ40 (fig. 3.11, (b)), more

variant reads maps to the graph genomes with zero false discoveries, but

some maps to graphs with worse FDR than before removing repeat reads

and mixed reads.

There is no increase in precision when mapping the variant non-repeat

reads versus the variant undivided reads on different graph complexities

(fig. 3.11, (a) and (b)), however the non-variant reads without repeat se-

quences do map with higher precision to graph genomes when compared to

the undivided reads.
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(a) Undivided reads, MAPQ40 (b) Non-repeat reads, MAPQ40

Figure 3.11: This figure shows simulated reads from 5 A. thaliana samples,
each mapped on graph genome references of different complexities with SNP
cut-off thresholds ranging from 0.0001 to 0.5. Each point in the plot shows
the resulting precision and FDR for mapping a separate sample to one of
the graph genomes of these complexities. The variant and non-variant reads
have their mapping precision and FDR for each graph genome calculated
separately. (a) Mapping undivided reads filtering with MAPQ40 threshold.
(b) Mapping non-repeat reads filtering with MAPQ40 threshold.

Contrary to the other species, mapping simulated reads to C. familiaris

graph genomes with MAPQ40 filtering (fig. 3.12 (a) and (b)) resulted in

non-variant reads mapping with higher precision on multiple graph genome

complexities compared to variant reads.

When mapping the undivided reads (fig. 3.12 (a)) only a few graph

genome complexities resulted in variant reads mapping with higher precision

when compared to the non-variant reads. And for many graph complexities,

the variant and non-variant reads were mapped with equal precision. The

non-variant reads mapped to all the graph genomes with lower FDR than

the variant reads, however.

Mapping the non-repeat reads (fig. 3.12 (b)) saw multiple graph com-

plexities where the variant reads scored higher in mapping precision than

non-variant reads. There was also an overall increase in mapping precision

for all graphs when comparing undivided reads mapped to the same graph
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complexities as was seen in H. sapiens.

(a) Undivided reads, MAPQ40 (b) Non-repeat reads, MAPQ40

Figure 3.12: This figure shows simulated reads from 5 C. lupus/familiaris
samples, each mapped on graph genome references of different complexities
with SNP cut-off thresholds ranging from 0.0001 to 0.5. Each point in the
plot is the read mapping result for each sample on graph genomes of these
complexities. The variant and non-variant reads have their mapping precision
and FDR for each graph genome calculated separately. The SWD01 legend is
the SpanishWaterDog01 sample. (a) Mapping undivided reads filtering with
MAPQ40 threshold. (b) Mapping non-repeat reads filtering with MAPQ40
threshold.

The Figures 3.13 and 3.14 are the same as Figure 3.12 (a) and Figure 3.12

(b) respectively, but I highlighted the different samples to see if there were

some specific samples or graph complexities that was the cause of non-variant

reads mapping with better precision and FDR than variant reads.

Looking closer at the undivided read samples (fig. 3.13) mapped to graph

genomes with a MAPQ40 threshold, the non-variant reads for the Boxer01

and Bulldog01 samples mapped with a higher precision than variant reads

on all the graph genome complexities. Furthermore, the SpanishWaterDog01

and Wolf05 samples’ non variant reads mapped with slightly better precision

than the variant reads, with the non-variant reads also mapping with lower

FDR. The undivided reads from the Pug01 sample mapped to some genome

graphs with higher precision for variant reads than for non-variant reads.
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When the non-repeat reads (fig. 3.14) are mapped to different graph

genome complexities, the variant reads from the Pug01 sample maps on all

complexities with higher precision than non-variant reads similarly to what

was observed in H. sapiens and A. thaliana. Further, the SpanishWater-

Dog01 and Wolf05 samples are about equal in precision, but the non-variant

reads still map to the graph genomes with lower a false discovery rate than

variant reads.

Figure 3.13: Mapping undivided reads simulated from five different C. lu-
pus/familiaris samples and comparing variant and non-variant mapping pre-
cision and FDR. Filtering with MAPQ40. The SWD01 legend is the Span-
ishWaterDog01 sample.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of mapping variant and non-variant simulated reads
from C. lupus/familiaris samples that only originates from non-repeat re-
gions. After mapping the samples to each graph genome, a MAPQ40 thresh-
old filters away reads mapped with a low score. The SWD01 legend is the
SpanishWaterDog01 sample.

3.2.4 Mapping simulated reads from simulated VCF in

A. thaliana

Using the vcfy program to simulate random variants from A. thaliana and

create a simulated VCF to eliminate any biological biases for variant reads

performing better than non-variant reads. But the same is observed in the

graph with randomly inserted variants figs. 3.15 and 3.16
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Figure 3.15: No map score filtering shows reads containing variants have
better recall rate and less false discoveries than reads without variants in all
cases except for repeat reads.

Figure 3.16: When filtering with MAPQ40 the simulated reads maps with
no false discoveries. Reads containing variants have better recall rate than
non-variant reads with the exception of repeat reads.
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3.2.5 Mapping selected and filtered reads on graph

genomes

When comparing the recall rate/precision for the variant and non-variant

read mapping on varying graph genome complexities in section 3.2.2 and

section 3.2.3 there was lower recall rate/precision for the reads mapped with a

MAPQ40 filter. However, the recall rate/precision when mapping non-repeat

reads increased. To compare the effects of MAPQ filtering and mapping non-

repeat reads on different graph genome complexities, I mapped and plotted

the undivided and non-repeats using MAP0 and MAPQ40 threshold.

Figure 3.17 shows mapping simulated H. sapiens samples to all the re-

spective graph genomes of varying complexities. The simulated reads map

with higher precision when no map quality filter is used, but map with a

higher FDR on the graph genome references. When applying MAPQ40 after

mapping, the precision is lower as well as the FDR. This is because some

mapped reads may have low mapping scores, but still mapped to the correct

location of the graph. Mapping non-repeat reads improves both precision

and FDR compared to undivided reads.
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Figure 3.17: Mapping H. sapiens simulated reads to graph genomes of differ-
ent complexities and dividing reads based on whether the reads are simulated
from a non-repeat region or all undivided reads. In addition, the simulated
reads are filtered with MAPQ40 after mapping as well as mapped without a
filter.

Using a MAPQ filter had the same effect on the mapping of simulated

reads from A. thaliana (fig. 3.18). However, non-repeat reads did not improve

mapping precision to the same degree it did for H. sapiens.
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Figure 3.18: Mapping A. thaliana simulated reads to graph genomes of differ-
ent complexities and dividing reads based on whether the reads are simulated
from a non-repeat region or all undivided reads. In addition, the simulated
reads are filtered with MAPQ40 after mapping as well as mapped without a
filter.

Filtering out poorly mapped reads with MAPQ40 improves false discovery

rate at the cost of lower precision for when mapping simulated reads from

C. lupus/familiaris as was seen in the other species fig. 3.19. The precision

and FDR was also improved when mapping non-repeat reads to the various

graph genomes.
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Figure 3.19: Mapping C. lupus/familiaris simulated reads to graph genomes
of different complexities and dividing reads based on whether the reads are
simulated from a non-repeat region or all undivided reads. In addition, the
simulated reads are filtered with MAPQ40 after mapping as well as mapped
without a filter.
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Discussion

4.1 Graph complexity when mapping reads

with VG

Graph complexity, or how many variants are in a genome graph, was hy-

pothesised to have an effect on how well VG mapped reads. I demonstrated

that recall rates changed with different graph complexities with five samples

of simulated reads from three different species as seen in section 3.2.1.

In line with the hypothesis, graph complexity does have an effect on map-

ping reads with VG. This is also supported by other graph-based sequence

aligners such as FORGe [28] where the mapping algorithm had varying suc-

cess in aligning reads dependent on the amount of variation in a genome

graph.

The graph complexity chosen for a mapping experiment can have a high

impact on how well VG maps the reads - right graph complexity may mean

the difference between discovering a rare variant or completely missing it.

Even though the changes in recall rates for each plot in sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2

is extremely small, with a median difference of only 0.004. The highest

difference in recall rate is 0.014 for C. lupus/familiaris variant reads and the

smallest difference was 0.0006 when mapping all reads in H. sapiens graphs.

Even so, due to the large amount of reads mapped and genome sizes, the

total of reads being misaligned is therefore also large. As an example, in the

46
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H. sapiens sample HG007 when mapping all reads (fig. 3.1), there is only

about 0.0004 difference in recall rate between peak recall rate at threshold

0.02 and lowest at 0.0001. With a total of 3,829,302 reads simulated for

this sample with 10% coverage of the reference genome, this amounts to an

improvement of 1,532 aligned reads when using a graph genome made with

SNP cut-off threshold 0.2 as opposed to 0.0001 where the reads would be

misaligned.

I simulated the reads with an error rate of 1%, a coverage of 10% and

a read length of 150 bp to best mimic the parameters of common real-life

experiments. By changing these parameters, I could have explored if the

recall rate improved or decreased in experiments where the circumstances

are different. For example, an interesting case would be to set the read

length to be higher (200-400 bp) to reflect other sequencing machines [48],

or a short read length (<50 bp) to reflect ancient DNA experiments [18].

4.2 Variant and non-variant reads have high

recall rates on different graph complexi-

ties

Variant and non-variant reads were expected to have different recall rates

when mapped to graph complexities of varying degrees with VG. Non-variant

reads were expected to map with a higher recall rate when genome graphs

have lower complexity, while variant reads having lower recall rate when

mapped to low complexity graphs . It was also expected that non-variant

reads had higher mapping accuracy than variant reads, because when a non-

variant read maps back to its correct location on a genome graph, it is on a

linear segment without any diverging edges (bubbles) in the graph.

The data suggests that there was a difference in recall rates between

variant and non-variant reads. Variant reads reached a maximum recall rate

at moderate graph complexities and did not have a high recall rate at the

extreme graph complexities (figs. 3.4, 3.6 and 3.8). Fewer variants in the

genome graph results in more accurate mapping for non-variant reads by VG
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as is seen when mapping every sample across all species with VG figs. 3.5,

3.7 and 3.9.

Variant reads map with a lower recall rate on the lowest complexity graph

as expected. As a reminder, all samples had a maximum recall rate on graphs

constructed with SNP cut-off threshold 0.2 or higher. This is because at very

low complexities, these genome graphs lack many variants for the simulated

reads to match and map to, therefore reducing recall rate. Common for both

variant and non-variant reads are that they have lower recall rates when

they are mapped to genome graphs with higher complexities. This is most

likely due to the exponential growth of paths as more population variation

is incorporated in graph construction, making it more difficult for VG to

either extend the alignment in the subgraph, choose the correct path, due to

mapping ambiguity or a combination of these issues.

The practical implication of variant and non-variant reads mapping with

the highest recall rate on different graph complexities is that mapping variant

and non-variant reads together may result in an overall worse recall rate.

Looking back when mapping the variant and non-variant reads combined

(figs. 3.1 and 3.3), the lower recall rate for the two lowest complexities in H.

sapiens and C. lupus/familiaris graphs are explained as the lower recall rates

for the same graph complexities in the variant reads (figs. 3.4 and 3.8). Also,

when mapping all reads to A. thaliana genome graphs, the result showed

that the highest recall rate was achieved when mapped to the least complex

graph (fig. 3.2). But looking at the recall rates for variant reads only, the

least complex graph is not the maximum recall rate for the samples fig. 3.6

as they are for non-variant reads (fig. 3.7) and seem to be when variant

and non-variant reads are mapped together. In the cases of H. sapiens, C.

lupus/familiaris and A. thaliana it seems that the variant and non-variant

reads map with high recall rates on differing graph complexities: variant

reads with high recall rate when mapped to graph genomes with moderate

complexities and non-variant reads with the best recall rate when mapped

to graph genomes with the lowest complexity.

More complexities of genome graphs could be made and used for map-

ping. More specifically, I could have constructed genome graphs with lower
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complexities as opposed to higher complexity, seeing that the three high-

est complexities for A.thaliana and C. familiaris genome graphs where the

same. But working with multiple complexities of genome graphs requires lots

of storage and time with indices making up the bulk of data needing to be

stored and time to build, especially when using highly complex graphs.

Because the disparity of which graph complexities variant and non-variant

reads score high recall rates, the best way to get the highest possible recall

rate for a sample would be to map variant containing reads separately to

a graph genome and map non-variant reads with a linear read mapper on

a linear reference genome. There has been efforts to improve graph-based

mapping using this two step process with added predictive path determina-

tion [35]. But this would be a problem when mapping de novo reads with

unknown variants to a graph genome. The variants can not be separated

out because the act of finding variants is dependent on mapping. Mapping

a combination of variant and non-variant reads from a new unknown sample

should therefore be mapped on a graph genome with balanced complexity to

get the best accuracy.

4.3 Related samples may explain the similar

pattern of recall rate across graph com-

plexities

The Boxer01 and Bulldog01 sample share a very similar recall rate for each

genome graph complexity (figs. 3.8 and 3.9). The linear reference genome

used in graph construction is based on a boxer breed, and bulldogs are closely

related to boxers, being in the same family of breeds (mastiff) as boxers. This

explains the similar recall rate in both samples as they would share many

variants between them.

The Wolf05 sample started an earlier recall rate reduction at 0.05 thresh-

old, and therefore does not seem to benefit as much from lower complexity

graphs fig. 3.8. A possible reason for this is that the wolf05 sample contains

more variants (842,426) compared to the other samples table 4.1.
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Sample Variants

wolf05 842,426
boxer01 329,829
bulldog01 550,179
spanishwaterdog01 578,087
pug01 429,119

Table 4.1: Amount of variants in the different samples of C. lupus/familiaris
simulated reads.

4.4 Bias for variant read mapping in A. thaliana

and H. sapiens

Non-variant reads are simulated from genome segments identical to the lin-

ear reference, and they were thus expected to have higher precision and false

discovery rate when compared to variant reads. However, the result in sec-

tion 3.2.3 showed that variant reads had higher precision than non-variant

reads when mapping on human and A. thaliana graph genomes.

Contrary to the hypothesis, this bias for variant read mapping (hereby

referred to as variant bias) was interesting because aligning variant reads

is a more involved process in VG, especially when considering the mapping

ambiguity. When mapping a variant read to the genome graph, VG will

first look for seed matches in an index, convert a subsection of the graph

(subgraph) to a directed acyclic graph (DAG) and finally align the reads

to the DAG subgraph. A non-variant sequence on the other hand, should

only map to a single node without any path traversing or subselection into

a DAG subgraph as is the case with variant read mapping. This means that

the non-variant reads should map one-to-one (barring the errors introduced

by the program graph read simulator) to the genome graph and effectively

map in a similar fashion to a linear mapper such as BWA-MEM. One possible

cause of why variant reads maps with higher accuracy than non-variant reads

might be the method VG uses to cluster and merge SMEMs, which are exact

matches between the query and the reference during GCSA2 index look-up.

The VG algorithm will rerun seed-extending and path selection if multiple
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SMEMs are found in a cluster [22]. Hence, VG is more likely to find matches

with queries that happen to be located in the graph’s paths (i.e. where

variations are) reducing mapping ambiguity and therefore map variant reads

more accurately than non-variant reads. The variant reads are also more

spread out in terms of precision and false discovery rate when compared to

non-variant reads (figs. 3.10 and 3.11). Because the variant reads are more

diverse, with indels and SNPs, VG maps them with a wider range of accuracy.

The more uniform non-variant reads are clustered together because VG maps

them more consistently through because of the lack of mapping ambiguity.

This must be taken into account when mapping samples to a graph

genome. If many sample reads contain no variation this could negatively

impact the precision when mapped with VG on a genome graph. In de novo

samples is often not known before mapping how many variants there are in

the individual, one should therefore consider this variant read mapping bias

when interpreting the results from de novo mapping with VG.

Only 10 samples from H. sapiens and A. thaliana were used. It is there-

fore too few samples to definitively conclude there is a bias for mapping

variant reads in VG. I also only simulated reads from the reference genome

using 10% coverage, and while this may have been too small for A. thaliana,

higher coverage did not affect this bias or changed the precision values much.

More samples must be extracted and mapped for H. sapiens and A. thaliana

to see if this bias persists for all samples, and therefore proving to be a real

bias in VG. It falls outside the scope of this thesis to further suggest any

improvement to be done to VG to eliminate this bias if it should exist.

4.5 Certain samples of C. lupus/familiaris

did not show variant read mapping bias

When H. sapiens and A. thaliana genome graph mapping showed higher

precision for variant reads, the assumption was that mapping simulated reads

from samples of C. lupus/familiaris would also have higher precision among

variant reads. The result from mapping C. lupus/familiaris samples with
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VG shows non-variant reads having higher precision when mapped to some

graphs and the false discovery rate was generally lower (fig. 3.12). Looking

closer at each individual sample in fig. 3.14 reveals that the precision of

the Boxer01 and Bulldog01 samples were higher precision for non-variant

reads than for variant reads. Furthermore, the variant and non-variant reads

from SpanishWaterDog01 and Wolf01 samples were on par with each other

when comparing the precision. Finally, the only sample where variant reads

mapped with a higher precision than non-variant reads is the Pug01 sample.

The results for mapping C. lupus/familiaris samples contradict what was

found in H. sapiens and A. thaliana. The only exception was the Pug01

sample mapping. As the pug breed stems from China, and a 1,500 year long

isolation from the European breeds may explain why the mapping of the

Pug01 individual was so different from the other samples [49]. The strangest

thing is that the Boxer01 and Bulldog01 samples, which are most similar

to the reference, are the samples where non-variant reads have higher preci-

sion and lower false discovery rate than variant reads. It is almost like an

inversion of the reference bias found in linear reference genomes: Mapping

samples that are more dissimilar to the reference to a genome graph, result

in higher precision for variant reads than for non-variant reads. While map-

ping similar samples to a genome graph results in lower precision for variant

reads. The clustering of non-variant reads and the wider range of variant

reads in terms of precision and false discovery rate mentioned in the previ-

ous section are even more pronounced in C. lupus/familiaris VG mapping

(fig. 3.12). This suggests an even greater variant diversity in variant reads

and more similarity between non-variant reads across the C. lupus/familiaris

samples mapped. It should also be mentioned that the domesticated dog

breeds are a result of centuries of inbreeding to reinforce traits. The different

dog breeds are therefore more genetically diverse to each other than groups

of humans. While there has been cultural and geological barriers to limit

genetic drift in human populations, diverse or even isolated human groups

are far more similar to each other than dog breeds because of the extreme

isolation imposed by dog breeders in the form of inbreeding [50] [51].

As the dog breeds are more diverse from each other, highly variable re-
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call rate for variant and non-variant reads should be considered when using

genome graphs in corresponding circumstances, especially when using VG to

map similar but separate species.

What I did not investigate further was more C. lupus/familiaris samples

to see if they behaved similarly to the pug01 sample. That only the pug01

sample reflected the results of H. sapiens and A. thaliana points against a

possible variant bias in VG, and begs to be investigated further with more

samples mapped. As dog breeds in most cases have a complete history for

each breed and breeders of a specific dog breed may have a complete family

tree spanning all the way back to the breed’s inception, there is possible to do

a deep analysis of dog variation spanning the entire history of breeds. And,

as mentioned, it would be interesting to map similar but distinct species to

genome graphs using VG to establish what effect this has on the recall and

false discovery rate.

4.6 Subdividing repeat containing reads and

MAPQ-filtering still show variant reads

mapping with higher accuracy than non-

variant reads

To find out why variant reads had a higher recall rate, I tried to filter mapped

reads by setting a map quality threshold. It was possible that the variant

reads had higher recall rate, but with low map quality and vice versa for

non-variant reads. I also tried to use non-repeat reads to find out if repeat

sequences were the cause of the higher recall rate of variant versus non-

variant reads. As conserved variants are less likely to be found in repeat

sequences and repeat sequences are harder to map accurately, maybe the

poorer recall rate of non-variant reads was due to them containing more

repeats than variant reads. Filtering out reads with a MAPQ score lower

than 40 on reads mapped to A. thaliana and human, did not improve the

recall rate of non-variant reads to the degree that they had a higher recall
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rate than variant reads. Both the variant and non-variant reads mapped

with increased recall rate on human, A. thaliana and C. familiaris graph

genomes when repeat masked, but it did not change the case where variant

reads scored with higher recall rate than non-variant reads for human and

A. thaliana.

Contrary to the hypothesised cause of this variant bias, both with a

MAPQ40 threshold and sorting out reads originating from repeat regions

did not change the fact that variant reads had higher recall rate than non-

variant reads.

While MAPQ40-filtering the simulated reads did not improve the recall

rate for variant reads enough to exceed non-variant reads when mapping

samples from H. sapiens, A. thailana and C. lupus/familiaris, the mapped

non-variant reads generally had a lower false discovery rate than variant reads

at the cost of reducing overall recall rate. In addition, when I divided the

simulated reads depending on whether they originated from a repeat region

in the reference and mapped the reads without repeat sequences, all reads

had a higher recall rate.

4.7 Simulating a VCF confirm the variant bias

To eliminate any biological bias as to why VG maps variant reads with a

higher recall rate than non-variant reads, I generated a simulated VCF that

was made up of random variants based on a linear reference of the A. thaliana

genome. The result in section 3.2.4 shows that the variant reads have a

higher recall rate than the corresponding non-variant reads, except for reads

containing only repeat sequences.

Because using a randomly simulated VCF to simulate reads with artifi-

cial variants would eliminate any biological causes for the VG variant bias,

there is now some evidence that VG may favour mapping reads containing

variants to genome graphs. But simulated reads containing only repeat se-

quences showed that the non-variant repeat-only reads had higher recall rate

than variant repeat-only reads. This might explain why the bulldog01 and

boxer01 sample also had higher recall rate when mapping non-variant reads,
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an abundance of variants in repeats. Filtering reads with a MAPQ40 thresh-

old showed the same relationship between the recall rate of variant reads,

but with zero false discovery rate.

I only made a simulated VCF based on A. thaliana and did not make

more than one simulated VCF, so mapping more samples may elucidate the

issue. But future experiments can try to generate an artificial VCF-file of the

H. sapiens and C. familiaris genome to see if the results from A. thaliana

could be replicated. I used the program vcfy to build the random VCF-file,

but other programs can be used or made to create artificial samples from

randomly generated VCF-files.
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Conclusion

Graph complexity does affect the accuracy when mapping reads with VG.

When constructing a graph, the choice of graph complexity, or how many

variants to include in the graph, is not arbitrary. Including too few variants

in graph construction led to reference bias, while including too many or

many yielded the worst result in respect to recall and false discovery rate,

most likely due to mapping ambiguity. Optimal mapping accuracy would

require testing the mapping on multiple graph complexities.

Variant and non-variant reads will map with highest accuracy on different

genome graph complexities. While it is not possible to map variant and non-

variant reads separately with a de novo sample, it should be considered when

benchmarking or optimising VG.

There is an indication that VG might have a bias toward mapping variant

reads with higher recall rate than non-variant reads. This bias was confirmed

when mapping reads to H. sapiens, A. thaliana and mapping simulated reads

from a simulated VCF-file. However, this was not observed when mapping

reads to a C. familiaris graph genome. There is also not enough samples

mapped with VG to definitively conclude this in my thesis.

Finding some way to remove or mask repeat sequences in reads before

mapping with VG will result in a high mapping accuracy with no trade-off.

By using a map score threshold and filtering reads, incorrectly mapped reads

will be removed thereby reducing false discovery rate. However, some reads
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that mapped correctly, albeit with a low MAPQ score, will also be removed,

thus reducing the precision. Because of this trade-off, filtering mapped reads

may not always be the optimal strategy.
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Appendix

Link to github repository of my project folder:

https://github.com/dvaskil/master project

Link to file that contain all the ftp download links for the data files (also in

my github repo):

https://github.com/dvaskil/master project

/blob/master/data files download links.txt

Link to the numpy alignments github repository by Ivar Grytten:

https://github.com/uio-bmi/numpy alignments

Link to the graph read simulator github repository by Ivar Grytten:

https://github.com/ivargr/graph read simulator
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